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FARM LOAN INTEREST RATES RISE SHARPLY they can obtain very high returns for them. What is often

quoted as a long-term rate is the interest rate that the
The cost of bank borrowing for Ninth district banker would charge on a farm mortgage if he were to

farmers has increased steadily as tight money conditions make one. The recent rates on intermediate-term loans
have spread throughout the economy. The Ninth District are also said to be somewhat fictitious. Many of these
Quarterly Survey of Agricultural Credit Conditions shows loans are, in fact, short-term loans with bankers agreeing
that quoted interest rates on agricultural loans are now to renew them. This is another attempt to hedge against
one-half to nearly one full percent higher than at the be- further Increases in the general rate structure.
ginning of 1968. Increases in some areas of the district
have been considerably greater than the averages. The demand for agricultural loans has apparently

played a significant part in the upward movement of rates.
Increases in rates for short and intermediate-term Bankers responding to the survey indicated demand for

loans have been about parallel white long-term rates have short-term agricultural loans to be particularly strong in
risen more rapidly. each of the quarters in which the short-term rate moved

The rate on short-term agricultural loans appears up. The percentage of bankers noting demand for short-
to have become the most significant interest rate in the term loans to be definitely “greater than usual” was
agricultural bank credit situation. Many bankers have re- -approximately20 percent in each of. the quarters ending
ported that, although they quote a long-term rate, they no with April 1968, July 1968 and April 1969. This compares
longer make long-term (primarily real estate) agricultural to 9 percent in the quarter ending October 1968 which
loans because the price of land and the size of farms now provided the one noticeable plateau in short-term rates.
make these loans too large for their banks to handle pro- In addition, the average ratio of loans to deposits at the
fitably. Also, bankers are becoming reluctant to tie up surveyed banks, a rough measure of the strength of agri-
these large sums of money for long periods of time unless cultural loan demand, has increased nearly coincidently



with the larger increases in the short~term rates, employers are having in obtaining qualified construction

Fart of this strong short-term loan demand can be workers in a number of labor market areas.
attributed to demand for financing livestock on feed. This Signs of softening in the housing industry are be-
has been particularly true since last autumn. One of the coming more evident. During April, the number of housing
most outstanding recentconditions in agriculture hasbeen units authorized by buildingpermits in the districtslipped
a strong consumer demand for red meat which is still to 2,966 on a seasonally adjusted basis. Because this
causing extraordinarily high prices for fed cattle and series tends to fluctuate quite widely, month-to-month
hogs. Ninth district livestock feeders, who have respond- changes are very difficult to interpret. During the three
ed to increased consumer demand by feeding heavily and months ending in April, however, the number of housing
maintaining large numbers of cattle and hogs on feed, unit authorizationswas about 22 percent below the preced-
have needed morefinancing for theirincreased operations. in9 three-month period.

Another factor in the strong short-term loan de- Information relating to the volume of new contract
mand this past winter and spring has been the severe awards indicates that weaknesses are becoming more
weather in several parts of the district. Many marketing apparent in the construction sector. The downtrend in
operations were postponed and farm earnings impaired, contract awards since the beginning of the year was
causing farmers to seek bank financing for many items evident in both the residential and nonresidential building
they would have otherwise been able to finance out of sectors while nonbuilding contract awards rose slightly.
income. Mortgage market conditions in the district con-

DOWNTREND APPEARS IN THE NINTH DISTRICT CON- tinued to remain tight with interest rates continuing at
STRUCTIO~1INDUSTRY record-high levels during April. In the Twin Cities, the

average mortgage rate on a conventional new home loan
Preliminary Information regarding construction during April was 7.52 percent, considerably above the

activity during April in the Ninth Federal Reserve Dist- 6.96 average interest rate recorded during April 1968. Be-
rict suggests that recent money conditions are beginning cause of the strong demand for mortgage loans, it is ex-
to have a noticeable effect on the housing industry. In- pected that mortgage rates in the Twin Cities will move
dicators regarding the nonresidential sectors are less even closer to Minnesota’s 8 percent interest rate ceiling
clear. in the coming months.

Employment declined during April for the second EMPLOYMENT GROWTH MAY BE MODERATING IN
consecutive month, ebbing to 99,500 on a seasonally ad- BOTH THE DISTRICT AND NATION
justed basis. The decline in employment appears to have
been primarily a result of a changing seasonal pattern in The latest available data for the Ninth Federal
the~construction industry, although some areas in the Reserve District indicate that the business economy is
district reported that adverse weather conditions caused operating at a high level, even though employment growth
contractors to postpone their usual spring build-up of has moderated recently. Currently, employment is at an
work forces. Also contributing to a slower than normal historically high level in spite of the fact that total wage
increase in construction employment is the difficulty and salary employment, both in the district and the nation,



has failed to grow appreciably since February. In the rate of expansion partly reflected the continuation of a
district, wage and salary employment increased moder- greater-than-seasonal attrition in large negotiable certifi-
ately in March (after being revised upward), but in April, cates of deposit at large city banks, although at nowhere
according to preliminary estimates, it decreased 1 percent near the magnitude experienced during the first twomonths
from the March level with all sectors declining. In the of 1969. In addition, smaller, consumer-oriented, time
nation, wage and salary employment has remained virtual- deposits at district banks as a whole continued to advance
ly unchanged since February. at the less-than-seasonal pace which prevailed during the

first quarter. Passbook savings deposit flow, on the other
An overall slowdown in the business economy,

however, cannot be inferred from an examination of the hand, has adhered to seasonal patterns throughout the
first four months of 1969.

available data on the manufacturing sector. Manufacturers
responding to the latest Ninth District Industrial Ex Total loans and investments at district banks as
pectations Survey (see back page) taken on the first of a whole increased at an annual rate of 22 percent (sea-
May, indicated that their sales in the first quarter of 1969 sonally adjusted) during April thus reversing the slowing
were 13.3 percent above year earlier levels after increas- trend of recent monthswhich culminated with a 10 percent
ing 11.8 percent in the fourth quarter. Manufacturing em- decline during March. The pronounced acceleration in
ployment in the district also increased during the first total credit expansion during April reflects to a large ex-
quarter. tent a reversal in the recent downward trend in holdings

In the trade sector there Is some indication of a of U. S. Government and municipal securities. During the
slowdown, relative to the nation, in Ninth district eco- first quarter total investments declined at a 16 percent
nomic activity, as department store sales (taken from annual rate, whereas an increase of 22 percent (annual
selected urban areas) Increased only 4 percent over the rate) was recorded in April. This upsurge coincides with
first quarter of 1968 compared to a national advance of a temporary buildup of U.S. Government demand deposits.
11 percent. Although the increase in department store Thus it is quite likely that a much slower pace of Invest-
sales during the first quarter was quite general through- ment growth will emerge shortly.
out the district — with the exception of Montana andNorth
Dakota — in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area the in- The resurgence of credit growth at district banks
crease (in sales) was only 4 percent which is low by as a whole during April also reflects a rise in the rate ofloan expansion. Loan growth at country member banks
present ~tandards.These data are consistent with an
observed slowdown in district trade employment which rose to an annual rate of 20 percent in April, following an

already vigorous 13 percent pace during the first quarter.has not advanced since February. City banks after recording a sharp decline (seasonally
RATE OF TIME DEPOSIT EXPANSION SLOWS AT NINTH adjusted) during March, experienced no further attrition
DISTRICT MEMBER BANKS in total loans during April. City bank business loans,

however, continued to decline during April. In the last
Total time and savings deposits at Ninth district three months the attrition in outstanding business loans

member banks as a whole grew at an annual rate of 4 per- (seasonally adjusted) has been on the order of 15 percent,
cent (seasonally adjusted) during April, about the same

annual rate.pace as maintained during March. This relatively slow



~I~THDISTRICT income and finance

FOOTNOTES
NOTES

1. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin to domestic commercial city banks
e—Partiallyestimated; all data not available 2. AU commercial banks, estimated by

7. Country Sanks—Al% member banks
na. — Not available a sample of banks excluding the selected major city

3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin
~ Preliminary; subject to revision and Upper Michigan 8. Average bf daily figures of the four or

— Revised
4. Last Wednesday of the month figures hve weeks ending on Wednesday

sa_~Seasonallyadjusted data 5. City banks—Selected banks in njor which contain at least fourdaysf&ling

U.S. and Oi~tri~tdo nothave comparable data cities within the month

saa— Seasonally adjusted annual rate 6. Net loans and discounts less loans 9. Index 1957-59 Base Period



U~ITED.STATES income and finance

SOURCES

PERSONAL INCOME: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics

SAVIN~AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS: Federal Home Loan Bank Board

CASH RECEIPTS FROM FARM MARKETINGS: U.S. Department of Agriwiture

FINANCIAL DATA OF MEMBER BANKS: Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and Board of Governors of F. R. System

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS: U.S. Department of Agria~Itureand Minnesota Farm Price Report



~I~THDISTRICT production and employment

NOTES FOOTNOTES

c—Partially estimated; all data not available 1. Index~1957-59 Base Period

na. —Data not available 2. A sample of permit issuing centers

p—Preliminary; subject to revision 3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin

r—Revised 4. Six standard metropolitan statistical areas

sa —Seasonally adjusted data 5. A sample of cebters blown up to represent

— US. and District do not have comparable data total permits issued

saar—Seasonally adjusted annual rate 6. 226 centers excluding the seven leading centers



U~ITEDSTATES production and employment

SOURCES
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION~Board of Governors of F.R. System
INDUSTRIAL USE OF ELECTRIC POWER: Federal Reserve Bank EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT, HOURS

of Minneapolis AND WAGES:
PRODUCTION WORKER MANHOURS: Federal Reserve Bank of Employment Security Departments; Mirt-

Minneapolis nesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Mon.
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AWARDED: Board of Governors of tana, Michigan, and U.S. Department of

of F. R. System, F. W. Dodge Cc,- Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
poration data

RETAIL SALES: U.S. Department
1of Corn-

NEW HOUSING UNITS AUTHORIZED: Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis and U.S. Department of merce, Bureau of Census
Commerce, Bureau of Census NEW PASSENGER CAR REGISTRATIONS:

BANK DEBITS: Board of Governors of F. R. System Automotive News Magazine



SUMMARY OF THE INDUSTRIAL EXPECTATIONS
SURVEY — SECOND QUARTER 1969

Industrial activity is at a very high level in the
Ninth Federal Reserve District according to the results
of the latest industrial Expectations Survey taken on the
first of May. The survey indicates that industrial sales
in the first quarter were 11.8 percent above their 1968
level which is substantiallyabove the6.2 percent increase
experienced in thefourth quarter of ].%8.The first quarter
increase represents a strong upward revision in industrial
sales expectations from last February when a 9.9 percent
increase was anticipated for the first quarter.

When the mining and manufacturing sections of
the survey are compared, it is apparent that the first
quarter sates increase was concentrated in manufacturing,
for .manufacturing sates increased 13.3 percent while
mining sales increased only 4.4 percent. Moreover, the
outlook for mining sales is rather pessimistic, as district
mining respondents do not expect this year’s second and
third quarter sales to surpass 1968 levels. In the fourth
quarter, however, sales are expected to be up markedly.

The first quarter increase in manufacturing sales
of 13.3 percent exceeded the 11.8 percent increase in
manufacturing sales realized in the fourth quarter of 1968.
This is the highest rate of increase reported thus far in
seven surveys (see Table 1) and it represents a very sub-.
stantial upward revision in manufacturing sales expecta-
tions from last February when district manufacturers ex-
pected their first quarter sales to increase 9.2 percent.
The high level of industrial activity borne out by the sur-
vey is also substantiated by the industrial use of electric
power for manufacturing. During the first quarter of 1969
an 11.1 percent increase in the use of electric power was
registered over the first quarter of 1%8, whereas a 4.6
percent advance occurred in the fourth quarter of 1968
over the comparable period in 1967.

No simple explanation exists that accounts for
the strong upward revision in manufacturing sales, but

some insights are provided by the detailed data on vari-
ous district manufacturing industries. All Ninth district
manufacturing industries reported positive first quarter
sales increases. But the durable goods industries were
largely responsible for the strong first quarter sales in-
crease. Durable goods sales in the first quarter were up
19.1 percent over year ago levels, whereas nondurable
goods sales were up only 6.8 percent. The durable goods
performance can be largely attributed to the nonelectrical
and electrical machinery Industries, where unusually large
first quarter sales increases of 39 percent each were re-
corded. These rates of sales growth were approximately
double what had been anticipated in February. The slower
rate of sates growth in the nondurable goods sector can
be attributed to the food and kindred products industry —

the district’s largest manufacturing industry — for its sales
in the first quarterwere just 4.3percent above year earlier
levels.

When the results of the current district survey are
compared to a similar national survey, It is apparent that
overall manufacturing sales in the district advanced at
almost double the rate that had been anticipated for the
nation during the first quarter of 1969. However, the dis-
trict probably had a lower rate of growth in the sales of
nondurable goods than did the nation in the first quarter.

It is important to note that district manufacturers
view their first quarter sales performance as sustainable
at least through the second and third quarters with year
to year increases of 13.7 and 16.2 percent expected, re-
spectively. In the fourth quarter the~i~ateof sales increase
is expected to drop to 11.5 percent.


